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A SUMMER RALLY COULD PROPEL THE S&P 500 TOWARDS 2,500. 
TORONTO REMAINS IN A CORRECTIVE MODE. 

 

 

Our Market Comment two weeks ago declared 
that “the immediate issue facing the S&P 500 is 
how well the recent 2,400 breakout level is 
going to act as support.”  Our view was that the 
counteracting force of declining internal 
momentum and cyclical pressure, against the 
underlying strength of the bullish up trend, 
would result in “meandering and choppy” 
markets until later in July.  We expected that 
the bears would put further pressure on the 
important 2,400 level, the upside breakout 
level that was exceeded in late-May. 
 
The bull market has now answered our 
question.  The 2,400 level of the S&P 500 has 
been confirmed as new support.  After the 
initial breakout in May, the S&P 500 rose to 
2,454 and then pulled back to its rising 50-day 
Moving Average near 2,400.  Last week’s rally 
then carried the S&P 500 to a new all-time high 
at 2,463.  The Dow Industrials, Dow 
Transports, the NYSE Composite Index and the 
NYSE daily advance/decline line also made new 
all-time highs and the NASDAQ and Russell 
2000 are less than 0.5% from the same 
achievement.  “Choppiness” has given way to 
an up-trending market.  This is a broadening 
rally – the percentage of NYSE stocks above 
their respective 50-day Moving Averages is now 
at a level (70%) not seen in over four months. 
 
New York’s strength is confirmed by weakening 
bullish sentiment (a contrary indicator).  Since 
late-February the percentage of bullish advisers 
(Investors Intelligence Survey) has tracked 
downwards from 63.1% to 50.0%.  The AAII 
survey of individual investors has seen its 
percentage of bulls remain below the survey’s 
historical average of 38.5% for twenty 
consecutive weeks.  And in the past five weeks 
the AAII’s bullish percentage declined from 
35.4% to 28.2%.  Scepticism and doubt are 
fuel for all bull markets.  (“Beware ETFs and 
passive investment when the market tumble 
comes” is a typical recent headline. And you 
guessed it, the article mentions the 1929 
crash!)    
     
Our timing was off by about a week, but the 
test of 2,400 and the 50-day Moving Average 

appears to mark an important low.  The former 
overhead resistance level of 2,400 has been 
transformed into support.  New 70-day and 39-
week cycles should now start to exert upward 
pressure on the New York market and support 
it on pullbacks.  The move to new highs looks 
like yet another extension of the up leg that 
began in November 2016.   The S&P 500 is still 
moving within the smaller three-month channel 
that we highlighted in the previous Market 
Comment – a rally to the upper trend line of 
this channel targets the high 2,400s.   The 
larger 18-month trend channel holds the 
potential for even higher targets, but this 
prospect will have to overcome the seasonal 
tendency in post-presidential election years for 
a weak autumn period. 
 
While New York is making new all-time highs, 
Toronto remains in a corrective mode.  Since 
February the S&P/TSX Composite Index has 
declined more than 1,000 points (6.4%).  The 
Index is spending more time below its 50-day 
and 200-day Moving Averages.  The chart 
pattern is distinctively one of “lower highs and 
lower lows” and this needs to change for a 
market turnaround to begin.  We are still not 
convinced that Toronto has reached the fully 
oversold status that would normally be needed 
to arrest the decline.   
 
In 2017 we did not see a “sell in May 
and go away” or a “June swoon.”  But 
there remains the prospect of a 
“summer rally.”  With the New York 
bull market seemingly in a “robust 
and ready to go” mode, the chances 
are good for new highs in the S&P 
500.   
 
The caution we expressed two weeks 
ago has been superseded by last 
week’s positive action.  The buying 
opportunity has arrived.  Our List      
of Investment Ideas provides 
suggestions. 
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S&P 500 

 
 

The S&P 500 found support near 2,400 in 
late June and early July.  The rising 50-day 
Moving Average provided further support.  
From this point, near the bottom of the 
three-month trend channel, the S&P 500 
rallied well past the trend channel mid-point. 
    
The top of the trend-channel is currently at 
2,480 and overhead resistance could appear 
at this level.  Support is offered by the rising 
50-day Moving Average at 2,420, with the 

bottom of the trend channel near 2,410.  
Having transformed the 2,400 level from 
resistance to support, the S&P 500’s key 
challenge now is to stay above this level.   
 
If the bulk of last week’s gains can 
be retained, the S&P 500 should 
move easily towards the upper 
2,400s. 

       
 

S&P/TSX Composite Index 

 
 

The S&P/TSX Composite Index made a new 
correction low in early July, moving below 
15,000 for the first time in 2017.  The Index 
is hugging the lower line of its declining 
trend channel which is an indicator of the 
weakness of the Toronto market. 
 
The important immediate parameters are the 
recent low at 14,916 and the recent rally 
high at 15,600.  A lower low continues the 

corrective pattern while a high above 15,600 
would be the first step to suggest that 
Toronto has reversed its downtrend. 
 
The S&P/TSX Composite Index 
needs some type of catalyst to halt 
the deterioration.  A successful re-
test of the recent low at 14,916 
would be a positive first step.  
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